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COUNSELING IN SECONDAflY SCHOOLS OF OREGON
BY TEACHERS OF

PJYSICAL EDUCATION FOR GIRLS
CHAPTER

I

INTRODUCTION
It has been arn1y

demon$trated that pupil-personnel

services are an iniportant and necessary part of the Amencan system of education.

The assistance given

a

pupil

should help him recognize or identify his problems, understanca and solve

them according to his abilities, aptitudes,

Counseling has become an interal

interests, and needs.

part of each staff member's responsibility, but all teachers

cannot be expected to be equally good counselors.

Some

problems can be handled only by specialists; yet the guidance in any school, however closely or loosely knit, cannot
be carried on, no matter how well staffed it is with

specialists, unless each faculty member understands, sympathizes, and participates in the program
Zeran,

(13,

p.9, 11, p.27).

p.10) points out that "the physical educa-

tian teacher is in
the work.

(12,

a

strategic position to participate in

By reason of training, experience and interest,

and the type of service performed,

(s)be can give valuable

aid in the analysis of an individual."
her classes promotes

s.

The informality of

teacher-pupil camaraderie seldom

achieved in other subjects.

Despite this advantage inherent

2

in her work, the physical education teacher often lacks the

necessary training to take full advantage of her position
as

a

counselor.
Purpose of the study and statement of the problem:
In

an attempt to help define the physical education

teacher's needs for more adequate training to develop

better pupil-personnel relationships, this study was
undertaken to determine in part her present counseling
activities as well as to reveal areas where additional

preparation is felt necessary.
Subjects and methods employed in the study:
In order to secore data from a unified group, the

present study was limited to physical education teachers
for girls in the high schools of Oregon.

A questionnaire

(Fig. 1), accompanied by an explanatory letter, was sent
to each girls' physical education teacher listed in the

Oregon School directory for 1948-49.

(7,

p.47-89).

In

addition to general information regarding her forma].
training for teachin:. physical education, she was questioned about two specific courses in guidance and counseling,

the different capacities in which she might act as student

counselor, and the gradation of and frequency with which
she gave counseling in eight problem areas.

Should she

not participate in any way as counselor, she was asked to

indicate whether or not some other staff member assumed

Fiare

Dept. of

i

Phyiea1 Eductiou

Oregon State College
Corvallis, Oregon

for Women

Name of School:

Place:

Tr&ining of Phyeloal Education teacher: P.E. major
, minor
little or no professional training in P.E.
Have you had a course in: (a) princioles and problems of guidance services? Yes
1o_______
(b) couneeling? Yes
No_______
;

,

,

Do you as a teacher of physical education give any counseling or personal
assistance to girl
problems? Tes
No_______

1.

tuc1ents

ho have different

,

II the answer is Yes, Dlease indicate exactly in what canacity you give thie
counseling or personal assistance:
an apDointed counselor
, as appointed girls' advieor
as Dean of G4rls
as en integral part of
physical education teaching
,
any other

2.

A

,

capc1ty:_____________________________________________________________________________

If the answer

:3.

i

No,

i

this reeoonsibility

aeeigned or assumed by some

other member of the teaching staff?

_______ ___________ GRADATION OF
SPECIFIED ITEMS
ive

______________________________________________
Problems concerning physical condition
a Physical defects: eyes1 eare etc.

bDeformity
C

Heiht-weiht-ae disroDortionment

counsel

Don't give
counsel
but feel
you should

Give cozieel
but fee].
you should
not have to

No_

COiJNSEI.I

Don't give
counsel and.
don't feel
you ehould

Trained
to give
counsel

Feel need
of training
to give
counsel

f Nervouo conditions
g Physically unattractive

_______ ___________ _____________ ___________ ________

hPoor health

_______ __________ ____________ __________ ________ ___________

______ __________ ___________ __________ _______ __________
________ ___________ _____________ ___________ _________ ____________
.

Problems related to

boy-ir1 relationships

_______ ___________ ____________ ___________

¿,.!

5

.

_____

______ _________ __________ _________ _______ _________
________ ___________ _____________ ___________ ________ ___________

Menstruation

tTNSELING
j

________ ___________ _____________ ___________ ________ ___________

dMalnutrition
e Poor coordintion

i

2.

,

In case the anewer to question one is Yes, irrespective of the cpncity indicted
in ouestion 2, please check the grathtion of
counseling of the specified items in the apropriate epaces of the following list.

4,.

1.

Yes

____
_____

-

____
____
_____

-

Figure i (Continued)

SPECIIIED ITEMS

-3.

Give

cowisei

Don't give Give coune1
coimsei
but feel
but feel
you should
you ehould
not have to

COU1SLIN
___________
Don't give
Feel need.
coimsel and Trained of training
d.n't feel to give to give
you !hould coun!el
coiinel

Character and personality Drobleins:
(Such as: Shy; conceited; cheating;
discourteoue; poor sDort; intolerant:

ooiularity)

____________

___________

_____________

____________

¿. Probleme regarding religion: (Such as:
No feith; neglect of moral training;
religion and ecience conflicts;

exsEeration_of_reljioie_beliefs)

5.

Probleme concerning recreational

activities:

______________

_________

b Unwise

________

_____________

C

_____________

____________
____________

____________
_____________

___________
___________

_____________

_____________
_____________
_____________

____________
___________
____________
____________
___________
____________

____________

___________

____________

___________

_____________

___________

use of leisure time
Uninterested in hobbies or sportE

aDislikes reading
e No cultural interest; art

music.

etc.

euitble
failities
g Doubtfzl companions
h Social life; too much1 too
f No

1.

j

Tho nru.c)i freedom

no check

little
at

supervision
no opportunity; employed

home

Needs

k Has

i_No_plan;_zo_advisor
6.

7.

Educational and school environment
problems: (Such as: Does not know how
to etudy; time budgeting Droblems;
truancy;_resentment;_reading_problems)

_____________
_____________

Probleme concerning choice of occupation:
(Such as: Lacks knowledge of opportuni-

ties; lacke

money

for

trainin)

8. Problems of home environment: (Such as:
Home duties too few too many; unhappiness in home; pampering oarents;

gimrrelin in family)

_______ ___________ ____________

___________

I
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this responsibility.
It was hoped that the role of the physical education

teacher in Oregon could be deionstrated by the responses
to these questionnaires and sorne insight gained in respect
to her felt needs for

Liitations

iore

adequate counselor preparation.

of the stud1:

To undertake a complete investigation of counseling

activities for secondary teachers would be

greater task

a

than the time, knowledge, and experience of a student

would warrant; therefore, the basis for this paper was

necessarily liiiited to a selected group of teachers in a
particular state.

Further limitation was made by the

choice of eight problem areas which mif!ht be considered

representative of student counseling needs.

The question-

nairo itself olaced limitations on the investiation, for
in its preparation it was necessary to construct the

questions in

such. a

way that there would be

interpretation on the part of the teacher.

a

minimum of

Questions with

yes and no answers and columns for checking the gradation
and frequency of counseling, as well as training needs,

were decided upon for the final form.

While it restricted

many variations and degrees of answers, it limited the

problem of interpreting the results and Insured use of a
uniform method for recording the data.

ri
LJ

CHAPTE? II

SOME CONTRIBUTING FACTORS TO THE DEVELOPMENT
OF PERSONNEL WORK IN THE SECONDARY SCHOOLS
It was In the 1920's that personnel work was intro-

duced into most of the hi h schools throwhout the
,

At that time there was little uniformity of o-

country.

pinion as to what this service was, for more than fifty
terms were used to describe it.

But by 1930 enough had

been written so that persons who were aware of this new
service

in the schools realized that there were

ties in the activities described.

similari-

It was then that an

attempt was made to define the work in specific terms to

facilitate

a

better interchano of ideas.

Out of the mass of terminology two terms have come
to be accepted; i.e.,

personnel work and guidance.

are, for the most part, used synonomously,

These

and they desig-

nate the total program of personnel services provided at
any school level, primary,

secondary,

or college.

After

agreement on the terms, there still remained the difficulty
of formulating an acceptable definition.

In 1936 a corn-

mittee of the American College Personnel Association
offered the following one:

Personnel work in a college or university
the systematic bringing to bear on the individual student all those influences, of whatever nature, which will stimulate him and assist
is

7

him, through his own efforts, to develop in
body, mind, and character to the limit of his
individual capacity for growth, and helping
him to apply his powers so developed most
effectively to the work of the world (1, p.10).

This does not satisfy all of the present-day specialists
in the field, but it is accepted.

It

includes the one

element, the oersonal development of the student, which
is common to all recent definitions of personne]. work.

At its inception, the scope of guidance was not nearly as broad as it is today.

Vocational guidance, through

which personnel work was introduced into many of the
schools, was only one of five movements which made im-

portant contributions to its development.

In addition

to vocational guidance, other movements which brought

useful techniques and knowledge to the student personnel
specialist were those of measurement, mental hygiene,
social work, and the child-guidance clinic.

Rather than attempt to present a complete history of
these antecedent movements, this paper will summarize the

important contributions of each of the five.

Contributions of vocational guidance:
Vocational guidance contributed mainly to school

personnel work (li, p.36) by

(1)

securing a satisfactory

vocational adjustment of youth, and

(2)

emphasizing the

need for systematic counseling as a recular service in
the schools.

In vocational guidance, specialists

soon

ri
L.'

learned that a lack of occupational skill or knowledge
was not the only factor which could cause an individual
to lose his job.

This

realization

brought about the

application of vocational guidance techniques to help
youth with their personal problems as well as their occu-

pational problems,

and thus began a personalization of

guidance (6, p.38); the basing of the work on the mdlvidual's need.

It was when vocational guidance began

emphasizing the importance of the individual that it was
assured a secure place

basis

in

guidance,

for

It is

on this

that all personnel work functions today.

Contributions of the measurement movement:

The most important contribution made to personnel
work by the measurement

movement was the emphasis it

placed on the Individual and his differences together

with provision for studying these differences.
According to

V

arters:

The measurement movement has rr,lven personnel
work valuable analytical tools and techniques.
With the data derived from these Instruments,
the personnel worker can make a much better approach to the student's needs than is possible
without them.
But these tools, and tests in
particular, are probably the most abused of all
the contributions.
Personnel workers do not
always make the best uso of these Instruments
for the most Important purposes. Nor do they
always use the instruments correctly or evaluate the data properly.
This occasional misuse
of tests is not, however, a sin peculiar to
personnel workers. It is a common failing of
educators in general (11, p.37).

9

Testing in personnel work followed the general

pattern of testing in education as

a

whole.

existed a period of exploration which wa
of expansion.

Great expectat1on

First there

followed by one

of the value of the

teits accompanied the expanded use of them.

The results

which at first were accepted with little critical appralsal,

later were considered to be untrustworthy.

In

fact, the reaction became so great against testing that
sorne

persons entirely discounted. its contribution to the

understanding of the individual.

however, as is usually

the case when ideas have been extre!r e In one direction
or another, a more niddle ground was reached.

It was

then that personnel workers began interpreting the test

results both critically and sensibly, neither ascribing

fortune-telling qualities to them nor discrediting them
altogether.

The present attitude toward testing in

personnel programs is that the results of batteries of
tests do contribute materially

to the understanding of

individuals, but they present only a part of the total
data needed to help a counselee,

Currently there is

a

wide variety of reliable,

standardized tests available to the guidance specialist.
By udicious use of their results, a pupil may now be

helped to know somethln

of his intellectual capacities,

his chances of success in college, his chances of success

io

in a particular occupational level, and something of his

areas of special abilities

and aptitudes.

Through testinp,

he also may be helped to diarrose his difficulties in

ivon

learning and to be

ari

opportunity to compare his

accomplishments with those of other pupils, as well as
with his own past achievements.

The present conception

of test results is that when they are svnthesized with

thoso of anecdotal records,

observation, interviews, the

case study, and other data available

worker, they function as
and, as such,

a

to the

personnel

part of the total situation

are rnost valuable.

Alone, the scores are

of limited value, for without knowing the pupil's person-

ality characteristics which indicate how well he will use
his abilities, the counselor can only partially interpret
them.

Testing, then, in its present contributing role, is
a

well established, functional part of an expanded person-

nel program.

Contributions of mental hygiene:
Mental hygienists were, and still are,

concerned

with

the physical, emotional, and social development of the

individual, as well as
achievements.
faction

the

It

with his intellectual abilIties and

was they who worked

with school

to create dissatis-

conditions that were not conducive to

happiness or health of children.

Destructive

11

criticism alone was not used; rather descriptions of
desirable school settinrs were offered.

In so doing,

they not only taught bettor principles of mental health
but better principles of education as well.
it

is

At present

through the field of mental hygiene that certain

inservice courses contribute to the teachers' understandin

of human behavior

so that they can more easily recog-

nize and consider objectively those conflicts which
pupils have in their relationships with others.

Contribu-

tion was also made to knowledge of mental health of teacIs
and the influence

a

teacher's personality may exert on the

pupils' behavior.
In short,
(11,

the main contributions of mental hygiene

p.40) have been,

individual,

(2)

(1)

to emphasize the value of the

to help create dissatisfaction with faulty

procedures for meeting youth's needs, and

(3)

to help

change the attitude of the teacher towards the child's

behavior,
Contributions of social work:
Probably the most outstanding contribution to personnel work by social work was the latter's Insistence that

counselors be trained, carefully selected, and that they
be qualified workers.

Training alone, lt is known, does

not insure good personnel work, but it can help to avoid
the common errors of counseling.

12

Kindergartens, playgrounds, and the work of the
visiting teacher were, in many communities, formerly
special services of social workers.

The use of diagnostic

and therapeutic techniques, such as the interview and case

history, by social workers mìde more knowledge available
on these techniques and brought about improvements in

Certain basic concepts were developed concurrently

them.

in social work, personnel work, psychiatry, and in other

fields, but the emphasis placed on them by social workers
and the proving of their worth in practice were direct

contributions to personnel work in the schools.

Some of

these basic concepts encompass the respect for the rights
of the

counselee, the significance of the relationship

between the counselor and the student, and the fact that
a

single problem may stem from many causes.
Despite

the sound premise

that the counselee has

rights which must be respected, the respecting and proserving of these rights is one of the more difficult aspects
of counseling for the high school personnel worker.

By

reason of the nature of the relationship between student
and counselor, more authority is accorded the counselor

than is usually found in a similar relationship between
the social or the mental hygiene worker and his

counselee.

This authority of the high school worker, especially if
he has the dual role of teacher and counselor, may afford

13

him too great an opportunity to decido and demand rather
than to counsel.

The successful counselor is one who not

only is trained in the use of tools, the skills,

and

procedures of counseling, but is one who is sensitive to

human relationships, is objective in his attitudes, has
respect for the individual,
of himself

(9,

p.254-256).

arid

has a sound understanding

It is agreed

(9,

p.255, 11,

p.47) that these qualities can best be gained through

study and adequate supervision while the counselor is in

training.
In addition to the above contributions

work, the studies made by social workers

ori

of social

group partici-

pation have made the schools more aware of the value of
croup activities.

By studying the effects of camping,

playground activities, the Y.M.C.A.'s, and other groups
on youngsters, these workers have presented information

which has been of value to all persons interested in
youngsters and their development.
Contributions of the child-guidance clinics:
Through the work of the child-guidance clinics three
important principles have come to the personnel worker;

those of synthesis, prevention, and parent education
(11 p.48).

The case-conference technique is the best example of
the

principle of synthesis as contributed by the child-

14

guidance c1inic.

It Is used to present,

in the

presence

of those concerned, all of the information about a child

and his problem.

Preparation for the conference is made

by a person trained

inì

the uso of this technique, but all

attending may take part.

The purpose of the case-con-

ference is to synthesize the data so that a unified,
vivid picture may emerge from the original Information.

This gives those present at the conference a new, and
often totally different, picture of the case in question.
The principle of prevention is now used in schools

through curriculum planning, coordination of all elements
In the school which may contribute to the student's de-

velopment, and through honest attempts to discover and
understand the pupil's needs, Interests and abilities.

It

was through the child-guidance clinics attached to the

juvenile courts that the principle of prevention was tried
and found to be good.

It was proven that

the factors

which contribute to normal behavior wore as important as
those which produce the abnormal.

The establishment of

conditions conducive to normal, acceptable behavior was
found to be extremely important in combatting the abnorrìl.

When parents brought children to the child-guidance
clinics, it was learned that many of the difficulties

were caused by "problem parents" rather than by their
children.

The clinics,

tn,

became guides of parents as

15

well as of cb11cren in that they attempted to help the
adults gain an

insiî.,ht

into understanding their own

personal lives and needs as well as those of their children.
It has been In the primary schools that the greatest

has been done with respect to parent education.

work

The under-

lying phi1oophy of this movement is that the parents do
have

a

place in the child's life as

a

school attendant;

that since they do know the child In more than one situ-

ation the school can take advantage of this knowledge in
serving the child.

Parent-teacher

cooperation in second-

ary schools is not on an equal basis with that in the

primary schools, but a positive influence is being made

through the latter's successful work.

Depending upon the training of the personnel worker,
the strength of one or another of the five movements

discussed may

'be

felt.

It need not be said, however,

that emphasis should not be placed

to the
exclusion of another movement. All have contributed conon any one

structively and should neither be over nor underrated.

ChAPTER III

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Q.uestionnaires weresent to 220 teachers of

education for girls in Oregon

(7,

phyica1

p.47-89), and response

was made by 132, or 60 per cent, of them.

Table

I

pre-

sents a summarization of the general Information regard-

Ing

training

counselors.

of the teacher and the nuniber who act as
Of

those

returning the questionnaire, sixty-

five per cent were professionally

indicated having either
education during

a

trained; i.e., they

major or minor in physical

their college

training.

The renaining

thirty-fivo per cent indicated having had little or no
professional training in this field.

A further breakdown

of training) revealed that the majority of both groups of

teachers,

(1)

those with professional training and (2)

those with little or no professional training in physical

education, had had neither

a

course in principles and

problems of guidance services nor a course in counseling.

These two specific courses vere included in the

questionnaire to reveal the formal training of the high
school teacher for her role as personnel worker.

Anyone

having completed the course work in counseling, and in
principles and problems of guidance services could not be

considered adequately trained for personnel work.

She

17
TABLE

I

DISTRIBUTION OF TRAINING OF GIRLS' PflYSICAL
EDUCATION TEACHERS IN OREGON AND OF THE
COUNSELING GIV1N BY THEM
Total No. questionnaires sent:
uestionriaires returned:
Total No.
OF THOSE RETURNED:

Number

60
Per cent
of total

86

65

46

35

Total trained in P.E.
(Malor and minor combined)
a.

With maflor in P,E.

b. With

uinor in P.E.

With one or more
counse1in courses
d. With no counse1in,
courses

Per cent
returned:

220
132

No.
61 71
29
25

c.

36

4].

50

59

Total with little or
no training in P.E.
No.
a. With one or more

counseling courses

14

30

32

70

b. With no counseling

courses

Pupil-personnel training:

Major and
minor combined
No
Yes
No.

No.
a.

Course in principles
and problems of
guidance services?

b. Course

in counseling?

%

Little or
no training
No
Yes
o.
No.

32

37

54

63

10

22

36

78

23

27

63

73

13

28

33

72

84

98

2

2

42

91

4

9

As a physical education
teacher do you give

counseling?

could, however, have acquired basic information concerning
methods used in pupil-personnel services, the scope of the

work, and something of a philosophy.
Almost

all

of the teachers, regardless of training in

physical education or guidance, indicated that they did

girl students

give personal assistance to

problems.
dicI

with different

ix of the 132 who returned the questionnaires

not participate in any counse1in

activities.

Two

schools provided no counseling service whatsoever for the

students.
The capacities in which the teachers counseled are

shown in Table II.

From this table one can see that

counseling was handled mainly as an integral part of the
physical education teaching.

The percentages are small,

however, for less than fifty per cent of any of the Cour
groups of teachers indicated that they counseled girls as
an integral part of the physical

education teaching.

The

above low percentages may reflect a carelessness on the
part of the teachers who returned the questionnaire.

was
the

It

discernable while tabulating the results that all of
teachers did not complete each part of it with equal

care.

Table II also reveals that the teachers, taken in

the aggregate, participated as appointed counselors,

appointed girls' advisors, deans of girls, or in other

miscellaneous capacities.

A list of these additional

II,]
TABLE

II

CAPACITIES IN WHICH PHYSICAL EDUCATION TEACHERS
FOR GIRLS PARTICIPATE IN COUNSELING ACTIVITIES IN
OREGON WITH RESPECT TO PHYSICAL EDUCATION TRAINING AND
PUPIL-PERSONNEL TRAINING

Capacity of Teacher
as Counselor

Major and
minor combined

Course
No.

Appointed counselor
Appointed

girls'

advisor

Deanofgiris

Other capacity

or

training

No**

Course* Course

No.

%

No.

%

No.

1

1

1

1

0

0

0

0

4

5

7

9

4

9

9

20

1

1

3

3

0

0

4

9

34

40

42

49

7

15

17

37

12

15

17

21

9

20

11

24

Integral part of physical
education teaching

No**

Course

Little

no

*Teachers who have had a course in pupil-personnel
training.
**Teachers who have not had a course in pupil-personnel

training.
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positions, with respect to physical education as well as
to

iiidance

training, is presented in Table III.

Upon examination of Table III it can be seen that the
trained physical education teacher and the teacher with
little

or no

training in this field do pupil-personnel

work; the former in nine different

cacities,

However, through a study

latter in ten.

may be noted that the

professionally

of

and the

the table, it

trained teacher of

physical education counseled mostly through activities
rather closely allied to physical education.

For example,

eans of the health class was mentioned nine

counseling by

'n
..

and as girls

athletic association (G.A.A.) advisor, four

times.

The remaining seven capacities

ere mentioned

hut once each, except for the category tIclass advisor,'

which was mentioned three times.

On the other hand,

those teachers v;ith little or no training in physical edu-

cation counseled mainly in capacities unrelated to
physical education.

One sees that

counselinF as

the home

economics teacher was mentioned seven times, as the only

woman teacher in the school four times, and as teachers
of health only three times.

In addition to the specific positions through which

the personnel work wa

done, an occasional teacher remark-

ed that the student body of her school was so small that

her guidance

activities were facilitated by a particularly
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TABLE III
MISCELLANEOUS COUNSELING CAPACITIES OF
FFffSICAL EDUCATION TEACHERS FOR GIRLS IN OREGON

Capacity

Professiönally trained P.E, teachers
Course*____________
No Course**
Ño.
ápacity

Health class
G.A.A. Advisor
Girls' League Advisor
F.1T.A. Advisor

3
2
1
i

Health class
G.A.A. Advisor
Coach and Intrarnurals
Club Sponsor

Class Advisor

No.
6
2
i
i

3

Homeriaking

3.

English and Social
Studies

i

Teachers with little or no training in P.E.

Health class

Horno Economics teacher
Only woman teacher

3.

2
2

Health class

Home Econoniios teacher
Only woman teacher

2
5
2

Principal
i
Principal
1
Girls' Advisor
2
Girls' Advisor
1
Class Advisor
1
Club Advisor
i
Home Living teacher
1
Remedial reading
i
Girls' League Advisor
i
This list represents the number of times each capacity
was mentioned, not the number of teachers who function
in each capacity alone.
*Teachers who have had a course in pupil-personnel
training,
**Teachers who have not had a course in pupil-personnel
training.
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close and informal relationship with the girls.

relationship

iay

This close

very well exist, yet in a guidance

sur-

vey of 2,177 high schools in the North Central Association
of Colleges and Secondary Schools

(14,

p.6, 11) it was

learned that the efficiency of guidance activities and

practices tended to increase as the high school enrollment
becaie larger.
(2,

Results of the California Youth Study

p.201-202) showed this same situation to be true.

Teachers who taught hoie econotìiics as well as physical education found it difficult to say through which

field most of the counseling was handled.
foui'

According to

teachers, the unique position of being the only

woman on the staff gave

a

different girl-teacher relation-

ship from that found in most schools, therefore the
usual personnel worker's association with the students
was changed.
In addition to remarks about their capacities as

counselors, several teachers specifically stated that

counse1in

was en everyday activity.

Others indicated

that counseling was restricted by the secondary school

teacher's load.

This latter group felt that the assist-

ance they could have

iven was necessarily limited be-

cause too little time was allowed for personal contact

with the girls.
According to Strang (10, p.67), teachers contribute
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to the development of their students

avenues:

(1)

through four main

through their own personalities,

(2)

through

their attitude toward and their relationships with their
students,

(3)

through their teaching subjects, and

(4)

through the adjustments they are able to make to the
capacities, interests, and needs of each boy and girl.
The last point implies skill in diagnosis, in counseling,

and in effecting environmental changes.
No attompt was

iade by means

of the questionnaire

employed in this study to gather information about the
teacher's personality.

An attempt was made, however, to

gain an insight into the other three avenues through which
contribution might be made to t}o student's development.
As previously mentioned, one of the limitations of this

investigation was the teaching subject; thus a uniform

group was provided from that standpoint.

Moreover, the

relationship of the physical education teacher with her
students is usually on a more informal basis than is that
of most of the other teachers.

study, then, was the

The main concern of this

personal appraisal of her

own guidance activities with regard to the adjustments
she felt she was able to make to the capacities, interests

and needs of each of her students.

Eight problem areas

were selected as broadly representing the range in which
a

student might seek assistance with his problems.

These
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were used as a basis to learn the frequency and gradation
of counseling of girls by physical education teachers in

the high schools of Ore on.

The eight areas included the

following:
(1)

Problems concerning physical condition,

(2)

Problems related to boy-girl relationships,

(3)

Character and personality problems,

(4)

Problems regarding religion,

(5)

Problems concerning recreational activities,

(6)

Educational and school environment problems,

(7)

Problems concerning choice of occupation, and

(8)

Problems of home environment.

It

recognized fact that because

is a

a

personnel

worker deals with whole individuals, all of the student's
problem areas should he considered before an attempt is
made to help meet a specific need within a single area.
oreover, it is also a fact that each of the above areas

may include

a

long list of probleme.

Fowever, for this

investigation it seemed advisable to limit the breakdown
of problems to two areas in which the physical education

teacher should be best trained to offer counseling;

i.e.,

problems concerning physical condition and problems concerning recreational nctivities.

To facilitate uniformi-

ty of interpretation of the questionnaire, examples of
sorno

of the problems within the other six areas were noted
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parenthetically.
Data pertaining to:
(2)

(1)

the gradation of counseling,

the teacher's expression as to whether or not she

felt adequately trained for counseling, and

the

(3)

fre-

quency of her counseling activity for the eight problem
areas, are su'imarized in Table IV.

This summarization

was made with respect to the teacher's training in physical education and in

guidance.

Problem Area One, Problems involving physical condition of the student:
The problems of this area are probably more closely

related to the training of the physical education teacher
than are those of

any other area considered here.

In

Tests, Standards and Norms for the Oregon Physical Education Prozram, it is stated that:

Physical education in Oregon schools is
organized so that the scope of the program will
cover normal symmetrical growth, organic vigor,

good

posture, strength, endurance, agility,

speed, power, flexibility, balance, relaxation
and skills of bodily movement and coordination.
ogram to promote,
It is the purpose of the
and
maintain
develop
among pupils at all age
levels, optimum physical growth, health and
physical fitness (8, p.6).

Even if every teacher
these objectives,

did her absolute best to

fulfill

equal help for all students would not

necessarily he insured.

It has been observed (11, p.156)

that too often class work alone cannot adequately achieve

objectives since individual needs

may

exceed

the scope of
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BEGARDIN

PROBLEM ABRAS

GIVR

IOESPONSE OF 132 TACEEBS 01 PHYSICAL EDUCATION VR IRLS IN THE STATE OF OREGON
GRADATION OF COUNSELINO, TRAINING FOR COUNSELING, AND ThEQUENCY 01 COtTMSELING IOR LIGHT SPLOIFIED PROBLEM AREAS

GIVE COUNSEL BUT YEEL
DON'T GIVE COUNSEL
YOU SHOULD NOT HAVE
BUT REEL YOU SHOULD
TO DO SO
NonNonProfessiona 1 ?rofessional?rofesslonalPr

COUTSL
NOfl_**

Professiona1

%No.

%No.

%No.

%No.

%No.

%No.

%No.

%No.

%No.

iMenstruation

31
00
00
00
67 33 66
28 12 37 k 11 k
8 3
21 3
0
0
0
9
17Li.8275Z1.53611351k6121 71.1.120 01
236427575018561 39181 7L120 00
25703672107116500 02 L0 05160 00
3290k590107122680 00 00 01 30 00

20
00
00
01
0
0
20
00
00
00

00
00
00
70
0
0
00
00
00
00

01
02
00
01
0
0
00
01
00
00

31
61
00
33
0
0
02
31
00
00

20
21
00
61
0
40
20
00
00

2

Boy-girl

25

0

0

0

0

0

3

Character and personality

No.
i

Physical condition

aPhyica1defects
bDeformity
C

Height-weight-age
disproDortionment

dMalnutrition
e

Poor coordination

fNervouconditions
g Physically un-

attractive

hPoorhealth
relationship8

5 Recreational activities

No.

2673Ll2849621651 32 k21O 01
16Li.52OkO2].)619117])+23Ji3 90
2981377+75O2O62O O51O2121 30
236L22i446+317532 610201 72 60
2Li

70 30

60

9

6h.

16

50

0

3290L48896425780
1028132661+310311

1+Religion

No.

0

3

6

3

21

2

6

0

00 00 01 31
34 81 72 60
6711+1

0

0

30 00
02 1+0

30 00
20562751+75017532 66121
91 31
hobbiesorsoorts
2262285675016502 6612211+3 90 00
dDislikesreading
11+391122857131+02 68161 73 90 00
eNoculturalinterestsl028l1+2861+310312 610201 74121 30
f No recreational
facilities
18501632750151+71 31020211+3 91 30
gDoubtí\zlcompanions
195316325368250 010203215161 31
h Social life, too
much,toolittle
20562652857151+713711+1 7131 30
aldlenees

.

151+218367501131+2

b Unwise use of leisure
time
C Uninterested in

*With orofessional training in physical education
**Without orofessional training in physical education
fWith at least one course in personnel practices
ltWith no course in nersonnel practices

71
73

0

00
20
00
00
00
01
20
00

0

0

No.

0

6No.

No.

IEEL NEED OP TRAINING
TO GIVE COUNSEL
Non-

TRAINED TO GIVE COUNSEL
NonProfessloim]. Professional

OfQPaLr

Professional

%No.

DON'T OEITE COUNSEL AND
DO' T REEL YOU SHOULD
Nonofessional Professio nal

%No.

%No.

%No.

%No.

ProfeRion1

Professione].

%No.

%No.

No.

%No.

%

0

01 3123L71Lo 00 08226121 7fl31i.
70 092511221 7722
00 O1336122LO 00 O51L3 61 7619
71 3123L122Lj1 71+123 84 80 0825
2
0
6 12 34 11
22
0
0
21 10
5 1k 2
31
3
02 6617L 80 01 3392510203211031
02 6123L122ko 01 32 65101 7928
00 0].L399181 70 05 671421z825
01 316L51L283212 63 83 61 7825

0

0

7516116121

1

1

3

5

3.4.

5

lo

2

14

2

2

6

8

22

7

1L

o

o 12

37

00 00 00 00 01 3102811220 02 61+111020321928
00 01231+163232110312 62 40 01 32 611220 0619
00
00
00
00
00
70
00
00

01 20 01 3511+1+ 81
01 20 01 38226120
01 20 01 37206120
81+ 80
03 91 31 21
31+ 81
73 93 80 01
00 00 00 08223 6o
61 21 72 66171 20
013 2]. 7261+111 20

00
00
00
03
01
00
02

1

70
00
00
70
70
oo
00
00

01 36121 7516
02 65101 71+12
01 36120 03 9
01+118160 03 9
01 36121 7516
ai 3711+0 0516
02 6711+1 7619
02 66120 01+12
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TABLI IT - Continued

RESPONSE OF 132 TEACHERS OF PHYSICAL EDUCATION DR GIRLS IN THE STATE OF OREGON
BIGARDING GRADATION OF COUNSELING, TRAINING FOR COUNSELING, AND 1RLU)NCY OF COUNSELING OR EIGHT SPECIFIED PROBLEM AREAS

DON' T GIVE COtflSEL

PROBLEM AREAS

GIVE COUNSEL

BUT FEEL YOU SHOULD
Non-

Non-

Profesion].
Cr

No Cre

No.
5

Recreational activities
(continued)
i Too much freedom
12
Needs
1L
supervision
j
k Has no oortunity,
employe cl
6
i No plan, no advisor
7

?rofesiona1

No.

3l3

26
22

5

3911
17
20

9
8

23

7 OccuDation choice
8 Home

nd school
environment problems

5

36
36

9
9

28
28

18
16

5
2

36
14

8

25
12

6425

50

9

6L17

53

21

59 26

52 10

71 16

50

22

6225

50

6L12

37

¿4

6 Educational

environment

Profeiona1

Professional

Crs
No Crs
Np Ors
Crs
Cre
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
%
%
%
%

9

GIVE COUNSEL BUT YEEL
YOU SHOULD NOT HAVE
TO DO SO
NonProfessional Professional

Ors
No Crs
No.
No.
%

ED

DO' T GIVE COUNSEL AND
DON'T IEEL YOU SHOULD
NonProfessional Professional

No Cts
No Cs
Ors
Ors
No Ors
Cra
No.
No.
No.
No.
%
%
%
%
% No. % No.

No Ozs

% No.

FEEL
OF TPAI NING
TO CIVE COUNSEL
NonProfesiona1 Professional

TRAINED TO GIVE COUNSEL
NonProfessional Professional
Ors

% No.

No Cre

% No.

Crs

% No.

No Cre

% No.

Ors

% No.

No Cre

% No.

Ors
No.
%

No Crs
No.
%

0O1122321L12l 31 20 00 0L1171L3213 93 81 20 00 01 j8i6o 0516
0011222143 91 30 00 00 02 63 621L3 92 6]. 20 00 01 371LO 0619
1310200 02 60 00 00 00 03 8L. 80 01 30 00 00 00 00 06120 02 6
136121 71 32 61 20 00 00 03 60 01 31 30 00 00 00 05100 03 9
81 71 3L123 60 00 02 661221L2 651J+2 41 71 31 3612214619
)+111.
265101 75163 92 40 00 02 63 60 01 32 6i 21 70 02 611220 0516
135101 75165154 80 00 00 07141 75163 84 81 71 34118161 7619
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TABLE IV - Continued
R GIRLS IN THE STATE OF QREGO}
BESPONS O? 132 TL&CHEPS OF PHYSICAL EDUCATION
OI COUNSELING 1OR EIGHT SPECIPIED PROBLEM APEAS
AND
FRcJiCY
FOR
OOUN8ELING,
REGARDIN (ThAL&TION OJ' COUNSELING, TRAINING

PPOBLEM

ThEQUINCY 01 OOUNSLING

MJAS
Professional
4u

No.
i

Physical condition
ft Phyeioal defects
b Deformity
C Heigit-weight-age disor000rtionment
d Malnutrition
e Poor coordination
f Nervous condition
g Physically unattractive
h Poor health
i Menstruation

2 Boy-girl relationships
3

Charecter end oersonality
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1

No.

i

2

25

7
6

15
ij

22

7

l3

8

17

Professional

6

.5

21
11
17
6

NonProfessional
No.
%

30
19
31
16

32

36
23
37
19
26
22
22

NonProfessional
No.
%
20

214

U

2/4

10

20
13

lLi

20

11
II
9
6
11
15

33

1

13
12
17
II
12

L

)+
1

5

1

9
9
9
11

3
3

11

2Li

9

Li8

12

20
26

18
18
20
17

22

26

8

17

21

25

7

15

11

13

3L

L

16

35

32

38

17

37

7

8

2

9

11

12

26

13

16

2

Ls.

])+

3

7

20
20

10
12

22
26
11
15
20
13
22
15
13

16
21

24

12
17
17
24.

5

5

¿4.

9

8

19
il
16

6

13

9

10
11

3

7
9

13
17

7
9
6

7
7
2

2
2
2

2

2

3

19

23

7 Occuoation choice

il

8 Home environment

13

iLs.

18
15
14.

6

16
9
13
6
6
2

roblems

7

No.

7

20
15
11
20

Educstional and school environment

11

30

9
7
5
9

6

9
6

li+

17
22
18

Recreational activities
a Idleness
b Unwise use of leisure time
C Uninterested in hobbies or etorts
d Dislikes reading
e No cultural interests
f No recreational facilities
g Doubtful companions
h Social ife, too much, too little
i Too muth freedom
j Needs supervision
k Has no oortunity, employed
i No plan, no advisor

L4

5

2

5

3

NonProfessional

20
8
19
25
58

1

Religion

Professional
No.
%

3
11

1

14

RARELY

OGC$IOIALLY

OFTEN

5
7

L

9
9

16
20
11
11
6
8

4

7

5
7

15

33

16

13

12

26

16

9

20

Ls.

Ls.

Ls.

Ls

10
7
6

24

9
10

5

3
5
5
2
1
¿

7

11
II
L.

2
9

5

5

11

6

7

5

1].

3
5

7
11
9
9
9
13
11
II
13

L

3

4

10
6
6
11
10
6

12

5

6

5

6
2

7
7

14

13
12

4

7

5

L

6

Ls.

1

9
2

6

5
7

19

7

15

8

10

3

7

18

22

10

22

13

13

14

9

24

29

9

20

12

l4.

is.

9

29

the class discussion or activity.

The breakdown of problems
(1)

in Area

physical defects, (2) defortity,

disproportiormient, (4)

malnutrition,

(6)

nervous conditions,

(8)

poor health, and (9)

(7)

One included:

(3)

height-weight-age

(5)

poor coordination,

phy$ical unattractiveness,

menstruation. With

of the problem of deformity, two-thirds or

teachers vlth

the exception

more of the

ofessional physical education training

counseled students in this area.

On the other hand,

teachers with little or no physical education
not participate as

training did

actively in counseling students

these nine problems.

with

Only Cive of the nine problems were

handled by one-half or more of this latter group of

teachers,

arid

studente

with the remaining four problems

were helped by less than one-half of them.
More than two-thirds of all of the teachers, regard-

the needs of students concerning two of these problems; i.e., physical defects and
menstruation. Earlier in the career of the physical
education teacher she acted as a diagnostician of some of
less of

'aining, responded to

the physical

defects, but

Her

this is no longer true.

present role as counselor with respect to the problem of

physical defects is strictly limited.

She may act in a

student's behalf under the direction of a physician, or
she may help a girl recognize the need to consult a
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specialist about a physical defect.

Further assistance

given by helping with arrangements which subse-

may be

quently will

make

visit to

the

the

specialist possible.

flut diagnosis and treatment are beyond her training
Since this

ability.

or

study was not rado in an attempt to

determine the methods used in counseling, the data presented in Table IV indicate only whethor or not the teachers

attempted to help students with
It

interesting

is

to note that the greatest degree

of counseling by all teachers

with menstruation,
education

problems.

in this problem area dealt

a subject about

teacher should

which

the physical

have thorough training.

Ninety

per cent of the trained physical education teachers

counseled girls

with menstrual

problems as compared with

approximately seventy per cent of

the

untrained teachers.

There was no noticeable difference between the two groups

when examined in the litht of their pupil-personnel train-

Ing.

When

frequency of counseling is

considered, one sees

that the trained physical education teachers handled this

problem twice as often as did those who lacked training.
The

disparity

was

not so

great, however, between the two

groups of teachers who indicated

One

teacher

"occasional's

counseling.

without training in either physical education

or guidance indicated that she did not consider

the

problem of menstruation with the girls, nor did she feel
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she should.

Another indicated that she did not meet

this

realized that the need existed.

problem although she

A teacher's feeling of need for training to give

counsel in a problem area

might

stem from any of several

Examples of some of these causes are:

causes.

er may lack the basic

the teach-

knowledge to discuss a problem; she

may not know how to approach a dIscussion of a problem

stuont;

With

she may not be able to

student's need for assistance;

come

recopnize

a

or the student may not wel-

the teacher's help. The questionnaire used

for the

present investigation did not determine the teacher's

reasons for checking the columns 'trained to give counsel,"
or feel need of trainIw. to give counsel."

of Table

IV do show

adequately

that

some

But the data

teachers consider themselves

trained while others consider themselves in

additional knowledge to be in the best posItion to
help their students.
Approximately one-third of the teachers with training
need of

in both physical education and

guidance consider them-

selves qualified to counsel girls with problems involving
physical condition, with the exceptions of deformity and
nervous conditions.

For these two problems, less than

one-fifth indicated that they were trained.
ers expressed their

These teach-

reatest need to be for training in

the two problems just mentioned.
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Less than one-fourth of the professionally trained

physical education teachers without guidance training
considered themselves prepared to counsel girls with the
problems of Area One, with one exception, the problem of
menstruation. Few more, only twenty-eight por cent, indicated that they were trained to counsel girls with this
problern.
Almost none of the teachers with

cal education traIning but
adequate to counsel

who had

girls with the

little

or no physi-

guidance training

felt

problems of Area One.

for such trainOn the other hsnd, though very few of the non-profeional physical education teachers without guidance
courses were trained to assist their pupils with those
prohle's, approximetely one-fourth of them recognized this
In

fact, they

i.

seemed unaware of the need

need.
One

might expect the above percentages which indicate

teacher's desire for training to be higher. Yet, most
will agree that superficial knowledge or ignorance can so
limit one that he may have preat difficulty in recorniz_
Ing the need for training, in a given subject. Whatever
the reason may be for these low percentaces, they most
probably indicato weakness in the pupil-personnel services
of the schools which thoy represent.
a
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Problem Area Two, Problems related to boy-girl

relationshp
and

and Problem Area Throe, Character

rsonality problems:

It is during the period of adolescence that a satis-

factory relationship with the opposite sex should be

attained (10, p.253).

It

is natural and desirable

boys and girls to be interested in each other.

for

This

period of body development and increasing interest in the
opposite sex makes for many questions in the

adolescents.

iiinds

of the

Some schools have undertaken a systematic

sex education program through special classes,

Others

teach sex education through biology and hygiene classes.
However, whatever the school's attitude toward instruc-

tion in

this phase of

the student's education may be, a

frank, well-informed physical education teacher may be

expected to have opportunities to talk with pins regardinr boy-girl
It is

also

relationships.
during this developing of heterosexual

relationship that the b

and girl become more aware of

standards of behavior and acceptable social patterns.
They become more conscious of the fact that the ability
to get along

ment;

with

they find

others is a highly desirable achieve-

outlets

in

accepting

normal resnonsibili-

ties of leadership or cooperation with leaders.

know

that

They

good manners and good sportsmanship result

in
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Yet, despite knowinp, these generali-

greater popnlarity.

zations of social behavior, "boys and girls need specific

knowledge and skill such as how to to behave in certain
social situations, how to make friends, and how to become
socia]. assets

(10,

p.260)."

With these thoughts in mind, it was not surprising
to find that a great ma1ority of the physical education

teacbers counseled students with these problems

(Table IV).

Those of Area Three, character and personality problems,

received the most attention.

Approxinately ninety per

cent of the trained physical education teachers and ap-

proximately sixty-six per cent of the teachers with
little or no training in physical education discussed

these matters with the zirls.

One-half or more of all

the teachers assisted girls with problems concerning boy-

girl relationships.

A few teachers,

three with physi-

cal education training and five with little or no such

training, indicated

in this problern

area

thst though
(Area Two)

they

did not help

students

they felt they should.

One teacher revealed that she did not give counsel con-

cerning

boy-girl relationships

or character and personali-

ty problems, nor did she feel she should.
Of the group trained in physical education, approxi-

mately one-tenth and one-fourth felt prepared to counsel
students with problems of

Areas

Two

and Three respectively.
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Yet, less than one-fourth of then felt a need for 8uch

preparation.
Teachers with little or no physical education trainIng Indicated having had very little course work which

vou1d equip them with the

necessary background to counsel

students with these two sets of problems.

Thirty-seven

por cent of those teachers who had had no guidance courses

felt

a

need for training to counsel in the area of boy-

girl relationships, and twenty-eight per cent wanted more

instruction with respect to handling character and
personality problems. Of these teachers with one or more
guidance courses, none wanted trainin in the field of
boy-girl relationships, though only fourteen por cent
checked having had this training.
Problem Area Four, Problems regarding religion:
Whereas, by law,

a

teacher is restricted from inter-

fering with a student's religious beliefs and practices,

students may seek or need the assistance of their teachers
on problems regarding

religion.

to the attention of a

teacher include neglected

Those which might come
moral

training, religion and science conflicts, exaggeration of

religious beliefs and practices, and the like,
mately one-third of the physical

education

Approxi-

teachers for

girls in Oregon did not counsel students with these

problems,

nor did they feel they should do so.

On the
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other hand, about one quarter of them with training in

physical education, disregarding guidance training, did
Of this latter

counsel students with religious problems.

proup, two indicated that they participated in this regard
but they felt they should not have had to do so.

Forty-

three per cent of the teachers with little or no training

in physical education

but who had

sorne

training in pupil

personnel services helped students with religious problems.

Thirty-one per cent without

a

students in Problem Area Four.

course in guidance helped
Only five of the 132

teachers felt that they were trained to counsel these

students. Counseling of girls with
for the most

part,

religious problema was,

"occasional" or "rare."

Problem Area Five, Problems concernirig recreational
activities:
It has

been stated

(4,

p.vii) that "Recreation is a

major social, cultural, educational, physical and moral
essential in the daily lives of children, youths, and

adults." Training for the wise use

of leisure time is

considered so important that it is included as one of the

seven cardinal principles
cation Association.

et forth

by the

Recreation training

i

National

Edu-

by no means

restricted to the physical education department of a
school but, rather, may encompass every subject in the

curriculum.

It

is true that in the past many thought of
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recreatIon programs as consisting of a series of sports
activities, but the present concept is much brotider than
this.

It is

Inclusive of all activities that bring,

happiness, satisfaction, and relaxation or stimulation to
any person of any age.

The necessity of having many out-

lets for leisure time pursuits is

an

established fact,

and the role that the physical education teacher plays in

developing

a

variety of skills that have recreational

valuo cannot be overestimated.

affinity to

the

Because of

her close

recreation program, and the studentst

she is

recognition of it,

afforded particularly good

opportunities to help those vìo need to develop recreational skills.

The questionnaire included the

involving recreational activities:
wise use of leisure time,
or sports,

est,

(6)

(4)

(3)

following
(1)

idleness,

lack of interest in

dislike of reading,

(5)

(2)

hobbies

(7)

doubtful

too much or too little social life,

too much freedom,

un-

no cultural inter-

no suitable recreational facilities,

companions, (8)

problems

(10) need of supervision,

(9)

(11) no oppor-

tunity for recreation because of employment, and

(12) no

plan or no advisor.

Three-fourths or more of the teachers counseled
dents concerning recreational activities.
no single problem

within

stu-

However, for

Area Five was the percentage of
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counseling this high (Table IV).

On the whole, in this

problem area, more counseling was done by teachers with
guidance training than by teachers without this training.
The least help given students was for the problem of his

having no plan or advisor; the greatest amount concerned
a lack of interest

in hobbies or sports, unwise use of

leisure time, and too much or too little social life.

Teachers with little or no training in physical education did more counseling than the trained teacher for
the following three problems: (1) a student's dislike of

reading,

(2)

his lack of cultural interests, and (3) his

lack of opportunity for recreation because of employment.

Conversely, the trained physical education teachers couriseled more students with the problem of doubtful

panionship.

corn-

The percentages indicated little difference

in the proportion of teachers who counseled students with

any of the remaining eight problems within Area Five.

Almost no teacher who had little or no physical edu-

cation training felt that she had been trained to counsel

students with problems related to recreational activities.
Of the trained teachers,

less than one-fourth considered

themselves prepared to do counseling in this area.

De-

spite these extreely low percentages, few teachers

indi-

cated that they felt a need for training which would make

them better counselors in Area Five.

One might assume
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from these resionses that, though they recognized their
lack of training, there was a general feeling among the

teachers that

their counseling was not

only acceptable

hut that it met the needs of the students.

hand, one cannot
was adequate.

necessarily conclude

that

On the other
the counseling

This thought is based on a previously ex-

nressed idea that a superficial knowledge of a subject may

act to limit

further exploration which would broaden one's

knowledge and thereby make him a more effective counselor.
It may be of interest to note that several of the

teachers indicated

girls counseled

on

the questionnaires that the dean of

students with the problems of recreation.

others remarked that most of the problems listed
under recreational activities required knowinr the student
quite intimately and that the teacher's time was too
A few

limited to allow this kind of relationship.
was also expressed that solution of

The

thought

these problems

was

the

responsibility of the parents rather than that of the
teacher.

Those who subscribed to this last thought be-

lieved. that the

problems listed in Area Five should be

handled at home.
The percentages were low for the three categorIes

which represent frequency of counseling.
for

arrj

The highest

problem within Area Five indicated that twenty-six

per cent of the teachers with little or no physical
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education training occasionally counseled students who had
a lack of interest

in hobbles or sports.

For the most

part, counseling for all of the problems was "occasional."

Problem Area Six, Educational and school environment
problems; Problem Area Seven, Problems concerning

choice of occupation; and Problem Area Eight,
Problems of home environment:

For the teacher to perform adequate personnel work,
lt

is necessary for her to have data on the student's

scholastic achievement, non-scholastic achievement
in and out of school),

employment activities

(both

(both in and

out of school) as well as information on his occupation

choice, and home environment data.
are,

of course,

These areas of informa-

in addition to the identifying data,

psychological data, physical data, aiñ mental health data
that should be available to the personnel worker.
Most schools keep complete and up-to-date records on

school achievement and attendance, but information on the

remaining phases of the student's behavior and environment
are often sadly lackln.

25).

'liether the

(2,

p.194-195; 3, p.10-il; 5, p.21-

physical education teachers in the high

schools of Oregon had adequate records available to them
so that their guidance work was on a sound basis, we did

not learn from this study.

Ve did learn, however, that

they do participate quite actively as counselors of

8tudents with problems of education and school environment, occupation choice, and those

oÍ'

home environment.

Generally speakinp, one-half or rore of them counseled girls with the problems of these three areas

(Table IV).

The teachers who had at least one course in personnel

work did more counseling than did their counterparts without such a course.

When considering the results from the

standpoint of the physical education training of the
teachers, one sees that about the sane proportion of those

with training and those with little or none counseled
students with the problems of education and school environment (Area Six).

However, for

uidance work with

occupation-choice problems (Area Seven), seventy-one per
cent of the teachers without formal physical education

training counseled students as compared with fifty-nine
of those with training.

problems

In the area of home environment

(Area EiRht), the untrained physical education

teachers without a course in personnel work helped their
students the least; only thirty-seven per cent indicated
that they did so.

Twelve of the 132 teachers who participated in the
study did not

counsel students with problems of education

and school environment, nor did they feel they should.
Six teachers responded similarly for problems concerning

occupation choice, and twelve for problems of home
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If the thought previously expressed is true,

environment.

that

a

personnel worker deals with whole individuals and
problem areas should be con-

that all of the

sidered before an attenipt Is made to help meet a specific

need within a sin10 area, one might argue, then, that
the teachers who eliminate any of the problem areas from

their counseling activities are failing to fulfill their
responsibilities as guidance workers. Yet, it is an
equally accepted fact that all teachers do not possess the
same capabilities for personnel work and that ineptness

and lack of knowledge can

be of detriment to a counselee.

All personnel work,

¿eneral1y agreed, cannot be pro-

it

ts

vided through class work alone, for much of

it is

highly

technical and requires special training on the part of the
personnel worker.

The

tiîie

element siso enters into the

the classroom teacher as counselor; a full
classes can hardly allow her enough time to

functioning of
schedule of

perform extensive guidance work.

For example, occupational

guidsnce is one of the more highly specialized parts of

personnel work,

and the person with adequate training to

help students with problems of this type deals with
technical information.

much

The physical education teacher

cannot be expected to be an occupational guidance special-

ist.

She can, however,

contribute to

the

students' adjust-

ment by having information about her own profession
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available to them and by referring students to someone who
is

specialized In occupational guidance.

In schools where

no one person is especially trained In personnel work, she

will probably continue, as she has in the past, to do her
best to help students with all of the problems that
to her attention, desDite the problem areas

corne

into which they

fall.
Less than fifteen per cent of any of the four
of toachers,

separated

i

roups

the basis of training, indicated

that they were trained to counsel students with problems
in Areas Six, Seven, and Eight.

When frequency is considered, it can be seen by an
examination of Table IV that counseling by the teacher with
little or no physical education training was, for the ìnost
part, "often," and counseling by the trained physical

education teacher was generally "occasional."
One

column included in the questionnaire of which

little mention was made during the discussion was the one

which indicated that counseling was given in the eight
problem areas, hut that the teachers felt they should not
have had to do so.

For problem areas One through Five,

no more than two teachers checked this column for any one

problem, and for the areas Six through Eight, the highest

number of teachers who checked the column for any one area
was five.

One can assume from these figures that the
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personnel work dono by the physical education teachers for
girls was considered by them to be a normal and necessary
part of their teaching activities.
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SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Summary:
A study was undertaken to demonstrate, in part, the

role as counselor of the physical education tenchers for
girls in Oregon and to gain some insight into their needs
for more adequate counselor preparation.

Questionnaires were sent to 220 teachers and 60 per
cent of them responded.

The results of the questionnaire

were interpreted in the light of two phases of the
teachers' training,

(1)

physical education and (2) guid-

ance.

Eight problem areas were selected as broadly

representing the range in which

a

student might seek

ass is t an ce.

Almost all of the teachers, regardless of training
in physical education or in guidance, did give assistance
t0

students who had various problems.
The trained rhysical education teacher did more to

meet her students' needs than did the untrained teacher
for the first three problem areas.
Less than one-fourth of the teachers did not give
counsel but felt they should have done so for any problem
or any problem area.
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In general the teachers indicated that they accepted

their responsibilities as counselors as a normal part of
their teaching activities.
It was generally

true that more teachers who had a

major or minor in physical education considered themselves trained to counsel in the eight problem areas

than cud those with little or no physical education training.

However, the percentages indicating this training

to counsel were low for both groups,

Twenty-five per cent, or less, of all teachers with

professional training in physical education felt that
they needed training to give counsel for any of the eight

problen areas.

Thirty-seven per cent, or less, of the

teachers who lacked professional physical education trainIng indicated a need for this guidance training.

Conclusions and recommendations:
Of the 132 physical education teachers for girls in

the secondary schools of Oregon, most of them had had

neither one of two basic courses

ifl

personnel work.

Al-

most all, according to the data of this study, did give

personal assistance to

c"irl

students with prob1eiis.

Only

two schools provided no counseling service whatsoever for
the students.

Because of these fIndings, and since in

any total personnel program each staff member has some

responsibility, It would seem advisable that teachers of
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girls of high school age should include in their prepara-

tion for teaching at least the courses:

and problems of guidance services and

(1)

(2)

principles

counseling.

Since they then would be equipped with basic information

concerning methods used in pupil-personnel services, the
scope of the work, and something of a philosophy, one

would expect them to be prepared better to meet the

responsibilities concomitant with teaching.

For those

teachers now in the field who would find it difficult
to return to school for course work in personnel prac-

tices, it might be recommended that they take full ad-

vantage of the inservice training offered them by

snecialists.
High school girls who received the most assistance

by their physical education teachers were those who needed

help in Problem Areas One, problems concerning physical
condition, Two, problems related to boy-girl relationships,
and Three, character and personality problems.

According

to tuis study, for these three areas, the trained physi-

cal education teacher did more to meet her students' needs

than did the untrained.

However, only

a

small percentage

of them indicated that they had been trained for their

counseling activities.

Almost no teacher who had had

neither a major nor a minor in physical education con-

sidered herself trained to counsel for any of the eight
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problem area$.

Despite this recognized lack of training
thich Indi-

by both groups of teachers, the percerìtage$

cated their awareness for need of more training were

surprisingly low.

One might conclude, therefore, that

sufficient knowledge of counseling methods and objectives

had not been included in the teachers' training experience.
Were there "iore than a superficial idea about personnel
work, there would be a recognition of the need for as well
as the lack of training..

This basic knowledge,

seem logical to assume, should

physicel education and the

corne

It would

through both the

uidance classes of the student.

Sixty-five per cent of the teachers

v:!ìo

responded to

the questionnaire were trained in physical education.

these teachers,

seventy-one per cent had

a

cal education and twenty-nine per cent had

Of

major In physia

minor.

Thirty-five per cent of the teachers had had little or no

training in physical education.

}en this group of un-

trained teachers is non-existent because it has become
part of the group of teachers with at least a minor in

physical education, the high school girls of Oregon will
be better served.

This study has shown that in Oregon the :irls'

physical education teachers do counsel students with a
wide variety of problems and that they lack adequate
training to do so.

In order to make specific

recommendations for curriculum or course modification,
further study is needed to find the weaknesses of the
present training.

A

study might be made to learn if the

lack is in basic knowledge,

in techniques of the inter-

view, in gaining the st.x3ent's confidence,

in the ability

to recognize a student's need, or in the preparation and

use of personnel records.

These data could be used as

a

basis for modifying the physical education teachers?
training so that they could become moro capable, cooperative,

and appreciative participants in the high schools'

personnel programs.
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